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CA-114-01
his past has eluded us. Selling his ’Mech to
the Duchy for JumpShip fare to Galatea, Senn
made it to the so-called Mercenary’s Star just in time
to be caught up in a Ghost Legion hiring spree. Though
he no longer had his own ’Mech, he evidently impressed
his potential employers enough with simulator scores
and his grasp of battlefield tactics to earn a slot
in the veteran mercenary command. Since then, he has
demonstrated a definite flair for recon missions and
short-range raid operations.
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Record No
CA-114-02
Built for reconnaissance and raiding missions, the
lightweight Blade is a fast, well-armored BattleMech with a
potent mix of ballistic and laser weaponry. With a top speed well
over 100 kilometers per hour, this ’Mech can quickly dart in,
deliver a fearsome strike, and dart out before heavier units can
often respond.
XX301-02A rolled off assembly lines especially with the modern
mercenary command in mind. However, other commands (and leaders)
have quickly come to realize the potential of this solid BattleMech,
such as Aaron Sandoval’s Swordsworn; this particular design was
recently purchased by the Duke and joined the ranks of his Ghost
Legion. Jacob Senn, its current pilot, has named this particular
Blade “Unsung Hero.” Senn shows a particular flair for precision
gunnery using only his Myrdon autocannon during a run-by strike,
while his skill with the ’Mech’s lasers is only adequate, at best.
When asked about this disparity, Senn claims that the sound and
recoil of the heavy autocannon provide him a “reassuring feedback.”

NAME: JACOB SENN
FACTION: Swordsworn
REGIMENT: Ghost Legion
’MECH: Blade
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DOB: 01/23/3104
HAIR: Red
EYES: Blue

Little is known about Jacob Senn’s origins before he
appeared in the Duchy of Tamarind-Abbey in 3125 at the
helm of a battered Wasp bearing Circinian colors. For
this reason alone, if no other, speculation abounds
that Senn grew up in the ruined remains of the Circinus
Federation, a Periphery realm that disintegrated as
one of the last holdout bases for the Word of Blake
zealots during the Jihad; our own Order continues its
investigation to see whether there are bones in the
closet that can be used against Senn, but to date,

MECH: BLADE

Record No
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Serial Number: XX301-02A
Mass: 35 tons
Chassis: FITES-B7
Power Plant: 245 Magna XL
Cruising Speed: 76 kph
Maximum Speed: 119 kph
Jump Jets: None
Armor: StarGuard Ferro-Fibrous
Armament:
1 Mydron Excel LB-10X Autocannon
1 Bright-Bloom Extended-Range
Medium Laser
1 Exostar Elite Extended-Range
Small Laser

